
EQUALITY. Various women from all walks of life perform in the V-Monologues, a presentation of monologues from personal experiences of other women acround the world concerning the vagina. The event was held last Feb. 14 
at Luce Auditorium. PHOTO BY John Rey Villareal
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SUSG COMELEC responds to parties’ complaints
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By Paulynne Joyce R. dela Cruz 
and Jameela I. Mendoza                            

SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
COMMITTEE ON ELECTIONS 
(SUSG COMELEC) made final 
decisions on the complaints filed 
by political parties Concerted 
Actions for the Upliftment of 
Students’ Endeavors (CAUSE) 
and Students’ Union for Reforms 
(SURE) against each other. 

Last Feb. 10, CAUSE and 
SURE party filed complaints 
against each other for violating 

certain provisions in the Rules and 
Regulations for the Conduct of 
the Feb. 24, 2016 SUSG Elections.

COMELEC Chairperson 
Rosel Erames said that CAUSE 
party filed a complaint first.

The letters of complaint filed by 
CAUSE party against SURE said 
that current SUSG Vice President 
Nikko Calledo, standard bearer for 
vice president Charmaine Malata, 
and representative candidate 
Isabella Angan have violated 
Article III Sections 1 (C and D) 
and Section 2 (E) of the SUSG 
Elections Rules and Regulations.

It is first stated in the said sections 
that “publishing or distributing 
campaign literatures or materials 
designed to support the election of 
any candidates, directly or indirectly 
soliciting votes, pledges or support 
for a candidate,” and “posting 
pictures and videos online through 
social media websites, such as, but 
not limited to: Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, YouTube, etc.” are allowed.

After one of the COMELEC’s 
meetings with the two parties, 
Twitter and Instagram were excluded 
because Calledo suggested that Sec. 
2 (E) of Article III should be limited 

to Facebook and YouTube only.
However, the complaint filed by 

CAUSE party said that Calledo 
posted a tweet that showed 
support to SURE’s candidates 
for president and vice president.

In an interview with Calledo, 
he explained that it was not his 
intention to violate the rules and said 
that he is willing to pay the fine for it.

“Sayup gyud sya [the tweet] nako. I 
really have bad memory…Bawal diay 
ang Twitter. I even reminded them 
[in the meeting with COMELEC] 
not to tweet,” Calledo said. Calledo 
will pay a fine of Php 1,500.

Meanwhile, Angan’s 
disqualification case was denied by the 
COMELEC. She is still a candidate 
to run as a college representative in 
the College of Mass Communication, 
but she will pay Php 1,000, as 
imposed by the COMELEC.

The COMELEC also denied 
the petition to disqualify Malata 
as the evidence she presented 
justified that she did not reply nor 
re-tweet Calledo’s Twitter post.

Meanwhile, the complaint filed 
by SURE against CAUSE stated 
that CAUSE’s candidate for 

TRIPLE WIN. The song “Sa Pagdilat” by Jordan Rosales and Raina Baldado 
wins this year’s Valentines Songwriting Competition 2016 and garnered the 
most awards they won, this includes Grand Champion, Best Arranger and Best 
interpreter last Feb. 12 at the Luce Auditorium. PHOTO BY Babe Jocelie Isaga

By Ray Chen S. Bahinting                        

A FEW DAYS before the end of 
the campaign period, the standard 
bearers of Concerted Actions for the 
Upliftment of Students’ Endeavors 
(CAUSE) and Students’ Union for 
Reforms (SURE) political parties 
are “working hard” to reach out to 
more students before the election.

The campaign period started 
last Feb. 9 and will end on Feb. 22.

SURE party presidential standard 
bearer Gil Buenavista said: “[The 
campaign] is physically, emotionally, 
mentally, and academically draining.”

Buenavista said that since the 
campaign period started, it has 
been a challenging and stressful 
week for the SURE party. 

The SURE party already 
campaigned to different colleges 
like the College of Business 
Administration (CBA), College of 
Arts and Sciences (CAS), College of 

Computer Studies (CCS), College 
of Education (COE), Institute of 
Rehabilitative Sciences (IRS), College 
of Nursing, and School of Public 
Affairs and Governance (SPAG). 

However, Charmaine Malata, 
vice-presidential candidate of SURE 
party, said that they were not able to 
conduct a room-to-room campaign 
in the College of Agriculture during 
the first week of campaign period.

Malata also said that they 
were able to campaign at the 
CCS lobby, not room-to-room.

Meanwhile, the CAUSE party 
has already campaigned to colleges 
like SPAG, CBA, CAS, COE, CCS, 
College of Mass Communication, 
and Medical School.

However, Cedrick Antiquina, 
vice-presidential standard bearer of 
the party, was only able to campaign 
at the Medical School for the 
first week of campaign schedule 
because he was out of town for the 

Ayala Young Leaders Congress.
Ina Elnar, the presidential candidate 

for CAUSE, said: “I really had to 
prioritize the campaigns especially 
last week since I was alone; Cedrick 
was not present so I had to tell them 
personally our platforms and for 
them to get to know me better pud.”

Room-to-room campaigns for 
both parties were specified by 
the Commission on Elections.

Maximizing Social Media
COMELEC legalized social 

media campaigning in Facebook 
and YouTube. Both parties 
agreed that the new campaign 
platform reaches more people. 

Malata said, “We were focusing on 
social media because it’s a new feature 
and it’s more effective. Like, when you 
post something, it can reach to about 
twelve thousand people compared to 
traditional campaign nga mano-mano.”

Buenavista, on the other hand, gave 

CAUSE, SURE parties start campaigning

GRIEF. su Pres. ben Malayang iii gives a funeral speech for annabelle Pa-a, 
the late registrar and admissions officer, as su honors her in a vigil service 
last Feb. 11 at the silliman Church. Photo by santia onnycha ursabia

By Leslie J. Batallones                             

THE DR. JOVITO SALONGA 
Center for Law and Development 
is pushing for a central 911 
hotline for Negros Oriental 
to ensure faster response time. 

Atty. Mikhail Lee Maxino, the 
director of Salonga Center, said 
that people need 911 because 
it quickly registers to people’s 
minds and streamlines different 
agencies to respond faster.

The initiative of installing 911 
in the province was inspired by 
the Central Communications and 
Emergency Center of Davao City. 

Maxino stressed that Dumaguete, 
as one of the “best retirement 
cities in the world,” must have 
the 911 emergency number. 

“I feel that it is ironic that we 

are being noted as one of the best 
retirement places and yet we don’t have 
that kind of system,” said Maxino.

Maxino said that killings, natural 
disasters, and other tragedies were 
considered in pushing this initiative. 

To jumpstart the initiative, 
Salonga Center met with different 
private and sectors last October 
2015. Between then until the end 
of February, the center will keep in 
touch with the Davao government 
to know the kind of preparation 
needed for a central 911 response.

The representatives from the 
private and public sectors expressed 
the possible challenges in the budget 
and cooperation and support of 
other sectors like One Rescue, Coast 
Guard, police, Chinese Chamber 
of Commerce, and the media. 

Salonga Center pushes 
Central 911 Hotline for NegOr

By Rhobie A. Ruaya                                    

FOOD MAGAZINE 
ASSOCIATE Editor Ginny Mata 
gave a talk on food and food writing 
titled “Tasting Words” last Feb. 11 at 
KRI Restaurant, Silliman Avenue.

Participated by 12 selected 
people, the event included a 
tasting menu courtesy of KRI’s 
Chef Ritchie Armogenia.  

Mata said: “Food writing leverages 
the seduction of the senses, yielding 
to a transcendent hunger that 

Food mag editor 
talks about food 

writing
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“If you will become the SUSG president 
next school year, what will be the 
first concern or issue that you will 

address?”
“The active participation of the students in every event in the campus even without the need of 
requiring them. Not just to enjoy but learn something out of it.”
Neil Umbac, Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy III
 

“Gather other students’ concerns and what they want for the development of the school’s facili-
ties for us to have a better place to study.” 
Tae Kyung Lee, Bachelor of Mass Communication II

“If I will become the SUSG president next school year, my first concern is to listen, listen to the 
student body, hear their problems and complains. In this way, I can address these concerns. To 
lead is to give empowerment to the student body. It may be hard but it can be effective. Well, 
that is in my own point of view.” 
Paul Bantilan, Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering II

Next issue’s Question:

“do you think the Edsa revolution is still worth celebrating? 
Why or Why not?”

For your answers, just text the Circulation Manager (09068874424).  
indicate your full name (with middle initial), course and year. 

Eric Gerard D. Ruiz

Tarantado,
asintado

amidst the rey

John Rey L. Villareal

We’re only Fighting our shadows

snakes and ladders

Rules are set to maintain a balance in the general order of 
things. Rules can be viewed as restricting, but they exist 
mainly to make sure that everyone’s rights are protected and 

respected.
As the Silliman University Student Government (SUSG) elections 

are nearing, the Commission on Elections (COMELEC) of SUSG 
stands to enforce their jurisdiction over campaigning political parties. 
According to 1987 Philippine Constitution, the COMELEC enforces 
and administers “all laws and regulations relative to the conduct of 
elections.” The COMELEC in a university setting still holds the same 
power.

When it was announced that online campaigning is allowed for 
this year’s SUSG elections, the 
possibility of more complicated 
issues to arise also opened. The 
word ‘online’ simply entails 
freedom—a power that the Internet can hand over to anyone in 
just a click of a button. Online campaigns give political parties a 
chance to extend their scope of audience, but it is a challenge to the 
COMELEC to impose firmer stands that can regulate the power of 
the Internet in the elections.

Three complaints filed to the COMELEC were about campaign 
violations made online, while one complaint was about a violation 
through text. After the COMELEC’s decisions on the complaints 
that were made, a total of Php 2,500 was imposed and one candidate 
for college representative was disqualified. This proves that for every 
careless move made, there will always be a consequence.

The COMELEC does not only guard the voters’ ballots; it also 
makes sure that the entire election, including the campaign period, 
stays within the lines. The Weekly Sillimanian believes that there 
is no reason for student leaders to break the rules of COMELEC, 
intentionally or not, because as student leaders, they must set an 
example to fellow students in respecting the law as a means of 
showing respect to each other’s rights.

Think before you click or type. As the parties continue to 
campaign, let us be reminded that technology can be a friend or a foe; 
people can utilize it to make tasks easier, but it can backfire if used 
irresponsibly.~

By Alissa Z. Lacson and Ronelyn C. Vailoces

While we’ve heard them campaign and we’ve read their achievements, let us aim to know the student government presidential and vice-presidential candidates better — 
simply because they have our vote. Like the importance of national elections, we should also get involved with student politics because the student government body 
could either make or break our student life. While the candidates continue to go room-to-room and distribute their party brochures, here’s a glimpse of who they are 

as leaders and what they propose to achieve if elected. 

Continuing the legacy of 35 years of 
service above self are CAUSE (Concerted 
Action for the Upliftment of Student 
Endeavors) Party standard bearers Ina 
Elnar  and  Cedrick Antiquina. With 
their campaign backed by the motto 
“I’m with Her,” Ina believes that she has 
the experience and potential to serve 
the students together with her partner 
Cedrick, whose desire is to not only serve 
but to also make “the student government 
a total representative of the student body.”

“I know I’ve worked well enough 
and that I’ve earned the trust of my 
peers so mura’g why not ba…why limit 
myself ?” Ina said. “They always say 
na daunting ang task sa president but 
great accomplishments man gud aren’t 
done alone,” she added. And so together 
with Cedrick, they aim to cater to the 
students from the grassroots level such 
as organizing summits, workshops, and 
activities that will help the students 
to not only hone their skills and 
talents but to also equip the students 
when they leave the halls of Silliman.

Vice-presidential candidate Cedrick 
also said that they envision “a more capable 
SG (student government)” because they 
believe that the most pressing issue on 
campus is the competence of the student 
leaders. “Because from what I’ve heard, 
[students] look up to the SUSG…they 
depend on the activities, the events…so 
it always boils down to who works for 
those things,” Ina explained. Thus, they 
hope to appoint competent individuals 
under Elnar’s administration if they win 
the elections.  “I will contribute my part 
in making certain that the SG lives to 
the values of honesty and integrity all the 
time,” Cedrick also said. Once in office, 
he plans to “obtain a list of interested 

and competent individuals who have the 
spirit of servant leadership,” he added. 

The CAUSE party standard bearers 
also point out that the first issue they 
want to solve is transparencyto gain back 
the students’ trust in the SUSG as well 
as to come up with a fully-functioning 
judicial branch come next school year. 
“Only if we have competent and service-
oriented leaders that comply with 
constitutional requirements that we then 
have an organized SG…exactly what I 
envision,” Cedrick said. In fact, Ina’s even 
willing to replace incompetent leaders 
to uphold her standards for an efficient 
student government body. “I will never 
be afraid [of ] standing my ground and 
speaking for the benefit and welfare 
of the students,” Cedrick also said.

As they both prioritize competence 
and transparency, if elected, Cedrick 
also plans to propose relevant activities 
in partnership with the League of 
Student Governors as well as to meet 
with the policy-making bodies of the 
university. While “leadership entails 
humility” for Ina, “it is [also] putting 
the needs of every member as the 
topmost priority,” said Cedrick. As the 
party headline says, they are “always 
ready to serve for a bigger CAUSE.”

On a side note, Elnar and Antiquina 
are vying for Sen.Meriam Defensor-
Santiago as president of this country. 
Antiquina said, “The Philippines 
deserves a president who is fearless, well-
educated, competent, well-experienced, 
and most of all someone who produces 
laws that are for the benefit of the 
oppressed, poor, and marginalized.” Ina 
added that Santiago’s achievements are 
simply top-notch compared to the rest. 

SURE (Students Union for Reforms) 
Party standard bearers, Cha and Gil, or 
perhaps, Team Chill, is all about “Kamo, 
kami, kita ra gihapon ang SUSG.” 
Literally, this means that everyone 
on campus is part of the student 
government. Thus, leadership for Gil 
is member-based — “a leader is one 
who can understand the members,” he 
said. “It ’s [also] doing more than what 
is expected of you and not being afraid 
to make mistakes,” Charmaine added. 

According to Gil, his New Year’s 
resolution—to be brave—pushed him 
to run for presidency.   “There’s a 
certain part of me that just doesn’t 
want to stop…it ’s an opportunity 
that ’s not given to just any student and 
I should acknowledge that,” he said. 

As for Charmaine, her experience 
in the Silliman University Corps 
of Campus Ambassadors for two 
consecutive years influenced her 
decision to run as vice-president. 
“As a campus ambassador, you know 
the school inside and out by heart, 
so you know the problems,” she said. 

With this opportunity, Cha and Gil 
aim to enhance student involvement 
through events such as USpeak 
(University Speak) because “we want to 
encourage the students to know their 
rights in order to enjoy their privileges,” 
Charmaine said. Although USPEAK 
was implemented during Emperado’s 
administration, they basically believe 
that it needs to be strengthened by 
hopefully making it a per college 
forum. “We want to advocate [an] 
environment where students are not 
afraid to voice out their concerns,” Gil 
added. This is because they believe 
student participation or apathy is 
the most pressing issue on campus. 

Aside from USPEAK as a way for 
the students to actively participate 

on campus, they also hope the 
students will propose activities that 
the student government can pursue 
so that it will be “an event that they 
would really participate in,” said 
Gil. Charmaine also added that they 
want to push for advocacy-centered 
events for the students to not only 
participate but to also learn something. 

While they wish to eradicate apathy, 
they also want to start with the small 
things inside the student government 
such as being more assertive with finance 
policies and proposed resolutions, 
as well as to see a more equitable 
and just fines system in the campus. 

Speaking from experience as part 
of both the executive and legislative 
branch of the student government, Gil 
also hopes to build a better relationship 
with the members of the student body 
if elected. “I’ ll appoint competent 
and hardworking Execom (executive 
committee) people…para pud ma 
efficient siya ba.” Charmaine also shared 
the same sentiment. “We tell everybody 
we can solve their problems, but how 
can we solve theirs if we can’t even 
solve the problems within the student 
government itself ?” she said. To solve 
this, the SURE party standard bearers 
plan to have a team-building not just 
for the executive committee but also 
for the entire student government body. 

Gil also wishes to appoint competent 
members for the three branches of the 
student government with the aim of 
“fostering a sense of camaraderie in 
them, fostering a good relationship 
between them but still maintaining 
the separation of powers.” While he 
also acknowledges that appointing 
students to be in the judicial branch of 
the student body is difficult, he aims 
to have an official judiciary branch 
during the first semester of his term.

SURE Party 
Gil Buenavista and Charmaine Malata

Our country is riddled with 
problems. From social diversity 
to economic dysfunctions, we 
are filled with issues that must 
be addressed. We rely on the 
government to clean it all up for 
us, but the truth is, we all have a 
hand in doing the work. Everyone 
has a role in changing the country.

We blame everything on the 
politicians; we look at them as 
the only ones in charge of our 
country. When in fact, it is not 
them who hold power but us, as 
a people. We all have the power 
to change this country; leaders 
are only there to guide us to 
our goals. Understanding that 
we, as a people, have a common 
goal is the first step to change.

In our school projects, the 
leader is supposed to be there 
to lead the group, not do all the 
work. Alas, it never usually goes 
that way either too. We leave the 
leader incapacitated as the person 
is left to do most of the work 
while we sit down and watch. 
We might think it ’s because the 

person knows what s/he is doing 
or s/he is better than us but truth 
is, we’re all on the same page.

While it ’s true that the leader 
is responsible for the members, it 
is not right for the members to sit 
around and just wait for orders; 
initiative is key. We’re afraid of 
a shadow that will haunt us if 
ever we start doing the job or  

the responsibility. 
We, as people of the country, 

have the power to make the land 
prosperous. However, with that 
power comes responsibility. It 
is in our hands in which change 
can be for the better or for the 
worse. Yet, we’re so afraid of 
risking our nation’s stake that 
we leave it to the government to 
change it for us. In which, we will 
end up complaining if it doesn’t 
go smoothly. Taking the risk by 

helping out is the second step.
Changing a country cannot be 

done by a few heads and a huge 
budget. It is done with a lot of 
people with the will to succeed. 
You can’t expect a few men to 
light the way to success; it takes 
everyone to dissipate the harmless 
shadow we are up against.

What if we lose? What if we 
don’t succeed? Then, try again. 
A shadow is harmless unless 
you give it power over you. 
Responsibilities are nothing if 
we just see it as a way to guide 
us into doing better next time. 
Perseverance is needed for change 
to retain. This is the third step.

Being part of a group is not 
easy, much less being part of 
nation that needs help. We, as 
a people, are in charge of the 
outcome of our nation. This is 
but a project where we all have to 
work together in order for us to 
succeed. We should stop counting 
on one person to dissipate the 
many shadows that we have.~

Snakes and Ladders is a classic 
board game that I used to play 
when I was a kid. I don’t know 
the specific rules. All I know 
is that you should avoid the 
snake. Here in Silliman, we 
meet different people from 
different walks of life. They have 
different personalities and goals. 
But, what I like in Silliman is 
how some people transform. 
People transform in different 
ways. Some are blinded by the 
power they have. For short, 
they transform into “snakes.”

Though not implied, these 
people can be equated with 
snakes. The Bible describes the 
snake as the craftiest animal 
that God created. It is also 
called the “tempter.” Snakes 
are crafty in creating things. 
They are cunning, and they 
attack when their enemies 

are sleeping, a clear proof of 
cowardice. They trick people 
by saying good things about 
themselves, and how effective 
they are in different fields. But, 
they are snakes. They shed their 
skins. They just wear the best 
“disguise” for a couple of weeks 

and shed the true colors of their 
filthy, evil, and malevolent souls.

So, how does the system work? 
Basically, snakes are snakes. If 
you wish to climb up to new 
heights, snakes will always be 
a major obstacle. When you’re 
fighting for the truth, they will 
bite you. The only thing with 
snakes is that they don’t choose 

their adversaries. But, it ’s a shame 
for them to bite people whose 
moral compass and tolerance 
to societal problems are tested 
every week. Too bad for these 
snakes that some people already 
developed immunity from 
backlash, hateful Twitter rants, 
raising eyebrows, and the likes.

Silliman is a jungle of different 
personas. You can be anyone on 
this campus. Silliman offers a 
lot of ladders to new heights 
and opportunities. You may 
aspire to be the next president 
of your organization or even the 
governor of your college. You can 
be the next Summa Cum Laude. 
But, the ambitious snakes in the 
campus will try to get in your 
way to success. There are only 
two choices: be a snake or be you.

Or better yet, be a lion because 
courage will take you places.~

CAUSE Party 
Ina Elnar and CedrickAntiquina

Problems, Plans and Potentials: 
The Leaders of Tomorrow

Next school year, these candidates will be the first in the position to experience the K+12 educational system and the search for the new university president at the 
same time; Gil accepts the challenge, Charmaine is positive she can pull through, Ina is confident of her capabilities, and Cedrick welcomes the change “with a hopeful 
heart.”~
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POLITICAL SCANDALS. The country experienced booms and lags in the past years, but here are some of the infamous political scandals that kicked the teeth of 
every Juan.

Compiled by:  Eric Gerard Ruiz via Source:  http://www.topten.ph/2014/04/04/top-10-political-scandals-shocked-philippines/

VOTE WISELY

Manila Hostage Crisis
When former PNP officer Rolando 
Mendoza hijacked a tourist bus on 
Aug. 23, 2010, he unintentionally 
strained the Philippines-Hong 
Kong relationship, because most 
of the victims were Hongkongese.

Ampatuan Carnage
Fifty-eight people—mostly journalists—
while escorting vice-mayor Esmael 
Mangudadatu to file for a certificate of 
candidacy, were kidnapped and killed by 
opposing party, the Ampatuan clan on 
Nov. 23, 2009 in Maguindanao province.

The Trio
When Benhur Luy became the 
whistle blower of the Napoles 
PDAF scam, he codenamed the 
three senators involved as “tanda,” 
“pogi,” and “kuya.” These names 
were linked to Senators Enrile, 
Revilla, and Estrada respectively.

SUSG COMELEC.. from page 1

CAUSE, SURE.. from page 1

Salonga center.. from page 1

College of Education representative 
Christian Sagun gathered support 
for CAUSE’s candidate for president, 
Ina Elnar, through a text message.

According to the complaint from 
SURE party, the text message sent 
by Sagun was said to be a “violation” 
to Article III Section 4 (5) or Rules 
of Brevity in the COMELEC’s 
Rules and Regulations.

Both parties have agreed 
in one of the COMELEC’s 
meetings on the CAUSE party’s 
suggestion to prohibit the use of 
text messages for campaigning to 
protect the parties and candidates.

In the COMELEC’s hearing last 
Feb. 12, CAUSE party denied the 
allegations saying that the complaint 
did not contain the receiver’s 
name and the time it was received.

However, in the same hearing, 
SURE party presented Kerrin 
Elumba, a SURE party candidate, 
as witness showing the text message 
to the COMELEC. Sagun was 
not present during the meeting 
because he “had a class at that time.”

Last Feb. 16, the COMELEC 
decided to disqualify Sagun to run for 
the position of college representative.

“The COMELEC is unanimous in 
its decision to disqualify Mr. Sagun, since 
the act of directly soliciting votes through 
SMS text is expressly prohibited under 
our Rules. To condone the same by reason 
of mere “human error” or “accident” will 
render our Rules nugatory,” said Erames.

According to COMELEC, 
CAUSE party will appeal the 
decision. The Weekly Sillimanian has 
yet to hear the side of Sagun.~

credit to the Creatives Team of the 
SURE party, which was responsible 
for their posters and informational 
videos about the SURE party 
standard bearers and representatives.

Moreover, CAUSE party is 
also making use of Facebook 
and YouTube to campaign.

Elnar said that part of their strategy 
is to post the names and pictures of the 
representatives every day. She added 
that the members of the CAUSE 

party changed their profile pictures 
or cover photos to get the students’ 
interest to get to know them better.

Antiquina said: “Our vision and 
platforms are posted online so that the 
students will feel that even though it 
is not already school hours, they can 
still get to know the people who are 
running under the CAUSE party.”

The SURE and CAUSE parties have 
created their own public Facebook 
pages which can be visited online.~

However, the representatives from 
private and public sectors opted to push 
for the plan to have a dispatch system 
manned by trained people who will 
facilitate calls and direct emergencies 
to concerned government agencies. 

Maxino said that Davao has 
system that is “very successful but 
very expensive.” He said that Davao 
has state-of-the art equipment and 
24/7 CCTV monitors that can 
zoom in on even the plate number 
of a vehicle one kilometer away.

“Our strategy is to first put a 
functional system. We are not ambitious 
for now, given the limited resources 
to have like Davao,” Maxino said.

Maxino added that equipment 
and response training, and technical 
expertise will be studied and developed 
next because these require funding. 

With Dumaguete’s inclusion in the 
Top 100 business process outsourcing 
(BPO) destinations in the world, 
Maxino hopes that BPOs can help and 

use their technical expertise and facilities.  
 “The effort is all worth it. In the 

end, if this will not work at least we 
tried. We are hoping that all the 
sectors will cooperate,” said Maxino.

  Silliman University Medical 
Center Foundation, Inc. (SUMCFI) 
President Roberto Montebon 
had indicated interest in training 
the dispatchers in first aid.

Moreover, call center agents that may 
not be familiar in administering first 
aid to callers are urged to get involved. 

Present in the meeting last October 
2015 were Negros Oriental Assistant 
Provincial Administrator Atty. Froilan 
Pinili, Globe Telecommunications 
representatives Lemuel Dizon and 
Rico Cornelio, SPO4 Merton Teves 
and SPO4 Samuel Ansok of the 
Dumaguete City Police, FO3 Earl 
Manny Uy of the Dumaguete City 
Fire Department, and SUMCFI 
vice president for nursing and 
patient services Fredita Tan.~

spurs one to culinary action - to 
taste, cook, look at, or at the very 
least think about food - in a clever, 
controlled and highly conscious way.”

Mata graduated from the 
University of the Philippines-
Diliman where she is a former 
teacher of English and Creative 
Writing specializing in food writing 
as a form of non-fiction. She is the 
writer and researcher of A for Adobo, 
a children’s book on Filipino food.

Mata is also the founding baker 
and owner of La Gordita Cakes 
and Pastries. She has also written 
for  Good Housekeeping, Marie 

Claire, and Sunday Inquirer Magazine 
and gives regular workshops on 
food writing for the Ayala Museum.

“I learned a lot, since I’m a food 
blogger and a [Nutrition and 
Dietetics] student; it was really 
an eye opener. It taught me so 
much, more than what I learned 
from school. It was really new 
for me, a different experience,” 
said Christian Denzel Sagun, a 
blogger of Foodtrip Dumaguete. 

Sagun joined the lecture 
together with his sister and co-
writer of Foodtrip Dumaguete, 
Trisha Angelique Sagun.  

The talk is a part of the 
ongoing lecture series sponsored 
by Silliman University (SU) 
Edilberto and Edith Tiempo 
Creative Writing Center (CWC).

Ian Rosales Casocot, coordinator 
of SU CWC and organizer of the 
talk, said, “I always try to make my 
writer friends who visit to at least 
give a lecture; it’s a resource for the 
Dumaguete community to learn 
more about all kinds of writing.” 

**With some facts from MetroPost 
Dumaguete.~

Food mag.. from page 1

By Leslie J. Batallones                                

“SA PAGDILAT,” a song about an 
enduring love, bagged this year’s 
Valentine Song Writing Award 
at the Valentine Songwriting 
Competition (VSC) last Feb. 
12 at the Luce Auditorium.

Engineering student Raina Inez 
Baldado said the song was inspired 
by her best friend, Jordan Rosales, 
who was Baldado’s co-composer. 

“What inspired me to write this song 
is the persistence of my best friend for 
the girl he has been courting before 
for more than six years,” Baldado said.

Ric Saycon, the performer 
of the song “Sa Pagdilat,” got 
the Best Interpreter award.

Vince Franco, the arranger of the 
song, also won as Best Arranger.

The first runner up is the song 
“Take Me Away” by engineering 
students Kent John Dolino, Eugenio 

Salonga, and Val Allen Dano. 
The song “MU (Mayta’g Uyab),” 

composed by engineering students 
Renaldo Malazarte and Fidel 
Francia Jr., won second runner up.

The Silliman University 
Cultural Affairs Committee, 
College of Performing and Visual 
Arts, Sigma Alpha Lambda, 
Silliman University Student 
Government and the Coco Grande 
Hotel sponsored the VSC.~

VSC names ‘Sa Pagdilat’ Best Song

VALENTINES AFTERMATH. VDay Dumaguete and Edilberto and Edith Tiempo Creaive 
Writing Center celebrates VDay through VPoetry and VPechaKucha last February 15 at 
the Luce Auditorium Frontage. PHOTO BY Santia Onnycha Ursabia

TREASURE HUNT. various su organizations participate in the “treasure hunt” event 
organized by the fraternity-sorority groups in celebration of the Frat-sor week last Feb. 
10 at the amphitheater. Photo by babe Jocelie isaga

CONGRATULATIONS
to

Rina Grace Asonio Gadiana
for ranking 6th in the February 2016 

Physical Therapists Board Exam Results!
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